
Friends’ August meeting – Editor /Webmaster’s Report 

1. Members should have received their digital copy of The Globe in July. Printed copies 

are not back from the printer yet, but those who have requested one should receive it 

before too long. Many thanks to the contributors – without people willing to produce 

content, there would be no Globe. Remember you can buy back copies of previous 

Globes on our web site shop. 

2. Web sales for the last month have included 4 new memberships, 1 membership 

renewal, 2 copies of the book, the S&DR – The Railway that got the World on Track, 

2 sets of complete walks booklets and one Yarm branch walk booklet and the best 

seller this month is the newly published Yarm Branch book which we have sold 8 

copies. 

3. Many of you will have a copy of one of Dr Peter J Holmes’ books. His 1975 

publication on the S&DR remains one of the most useful and his Passenger Traffic 

on the S&DR of 2000 is probably the most exhaustive study of his subject. Peter died 

in 2010 but for various reasons his archive could not be rehomed until recently. Peter 

was a lifelong railway enthusiast (his earliest notes and drawings date back to when 

he was 6 or 7 years old!) but the S&D was the closest to his heart and the object of 

much research and many visits, starting when he was posted to Catterick during 

national service. His notebook from this period, containing sketches, photographs 

and notes, is one of the most precious items to his family, and they'd like to donate it 

to people who will understand and appreciate it. There is also Peter's annotated copy 

of the 1975 book, with lots of hand-written notes. His family have asked if we would 

like it having had no reply from either the NRM or the Head of Steam Museum. I have 

agreed that we will take it, assess it and then decide whether it would be best placed 

with us or with the Ken Hoole Study Centre (in consultation with the curators there). 

They have also kindly agreed to donate back copies of his Passenger Traffic on the 

S&DR which we can donate to archives/ libraries and/or sell to raise funds for the 

Friends. This is a very generous and kind offer by his two daughters who are thinking 

about the best way to make sure his work is preserved for future generations. I’d like 

to minute our thanks to his daughters Juliet Dunn and Catherine Wilkins. Once 

we have the boxes, I will probably be looking for volunteers to scan his notebooks 

and upload them to our web site. I might also be looking for some temporary storage 

space as our home office is now full up! 

4. We have also been given the life story of Maurice Jones. This has been complied 

with Maurice and staff from social services. Maurice was born in 1926 and always 

worked in the railways in Darlington, as did his father and grandfather. He wanted his 

story to be remembered and so we have found a place for him on our web page on 

People of the S&DR. He is a bit young to have been directly associated with the 

S&DR (!), but if it hadn’t been for that pioneering railway company, Maurice and his 

father and grandfather would not have had railway connections in Darlington. I have 

also passed on his story to the Ken Hoole archive. You can read about him here: 

https://www.sdr1825.org.uk/sdr1825-people-of-the-sdr/ 

5. Discussions on the S&DR Music project are postponed until September when the 

school music services are back. 

6. I have been out filming with Lonely Tower this month. We have been looking at the 

historic buildings in the Rail Heritage Quarter and in 2025 Lonely Tower will be back 

out again to see how they have changed. 

7. A number of us participated in the presentation by WSP on the S&DR Railway 

Taverns and we have been exchanging information with the consultants. Meanwhile 

Andy Guy has kindly been looking out national parallels for pubs on railways and 



sending through copious quantities of material for which I am very grateful. 

Consequently, research in this area is advancing! 

8. Niall and I have also been discussing retail opportunities at the new RHQ with 

consultants appointed to advise the Council on the new gift shop.  

9. The Conservation Management Plan for Darlington’s Rail Heritage Quarter is now 

complete. Thank you to all Friends who contributed and shared your expertise. The 

document should be made public soon and will be uploaded to the Friends’ web site. 
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